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India’s safest 7-seater*

fits in your family

The best things are experienced 
with your tribe and a Renault Triber. 
This crossover, rooted in utmost 
comfort and modern aesthetics, 
gets better than you could 
imagine with the widest range of 
accessories that inspire unlimited 
possibilities.
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elevate the look

Make your first impressions 
impactful with a set of accessories 
that take the style quotient
a notch higher.

Each addition asserts a presence 
that’s impossible to ignore whilst 
delivering brilliant functionality.

01. exterior

alloy wheel 

wind deflector with chrome insert black wind deflector 

roof carrier spoiler
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01. exterior

keep in shape

Don’t let the scratches, dirt and 
dents dull the look of your Triber. 
Equip your car with an extra layer 
of protection with our accessories.

Stay covered from every angle to 
keep the car’s frame as intact and 
untarnished as ever.

car cover

black bumper corner protection bumper corner protector 
with chrome insert 

rear bumper cladding
with red garnish 

mud flaps 

body side cladding 

fender cladding 
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01. exterior

experience virtually   →

make them look twice

If you’re all about the looks, jazz 
up your 7-seater with our styling 
additions. Start with the body 
graphics to make your car truly
one of its kind.

Next, you can add a touch
of chrome contours over 
the exteriors for a subtle yet 
statement-worthy look.

body graphics – criss cross 

body graphics – triangles body graphics – gradient 

chrome door handle chrome ORVM accents 

chrome head lamp accents chrome tail lamp accents 

front grille chrome garnish

chrome tail gate accents 

chrome window frame kit 
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https://triber.renault.co.in/#/car/triber
https://www.renault.fr/vehicules-electriques/megane-e-tech-electrique/configurateur.html


light up the journey

02. electrical

Change the atmosphere inside
as you pep up your 7-seater’s 
vibrancy for added visibility and 
enhanced safety.

Undeniably, the lighting effects
add to the dynamic setting and 
make your car stand out in a
dreary crowd.

experience virtually   →

ambient lighting** 

ORVM blinker puddle lamp

illuminated logo illuminated scuff plate 
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trunk lights

https://triber.renault.co.in/#/car/triber
https://www.renault.fr/vehicules-electriques/megane-e-tech-electrique/configurateur.html


ergonomic,
from bottom-up

03. interior

The mats come in handy to keep 
the dirt and grime off your vehicle’s 
floor, offer you a secure grip and 
add to the flair of the cabin.

trunk mat 

cabin floor mat – black  cabin floor mat – beige 

designer floor mat PVC black floor mat

PVC transparent floor mat 3D floor mat 
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03  interior

vinyl perforated with 
black accentuation

vinyl with greige accentuation

fabric + vinyl with
red accentuation

fabric + vinyl with
greige accentuation

vinyl with red accentuation

revamp the seats

Made to be highly durable and 
easy to clean, while also featuring 
distinct patterns, these seat covers 
would fit like a glove in your Triber.
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*seat covers are not applicable for variants with side air bags.



03. interior

experience virtually   →

aesthetics in focus

Our modish accessories give 
you a chance to make striking 
enhancements in the cabin
to give it your personalised touch.

The customisation trickles down to 
the finest details for the interiors to 
bind in a harmonious blend.

gear bezel chrome** 

IRVM back cover  roof lamp chrome 
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https://triber.renault.co.in/#/car/triber
https://www.renault.fr/vehicules-electriques/megane-e-tech-electrique/configurateur.html


04.packs

accessory packs

Select from our curated, smart 
collections for your varying needs.

INFINITY (by Harman) speakers
also available

urban pack

front parking sensor

 illuminated scuff plate

orvm blinker

3d floor mat

ambient lighting

essential pack

car cover

mud flap 

carpet mat

bumper corner protector

suv  pack

body side cladding

spoiler

fender cladding

rear bumper cladding 
with red garnish

chrome pack

door handle chrome

headlamp chrome

tail gate chrome

tail lamp chrome

window frame kit

roof lamp chrome

gear bezel chrome 

orvm chrome

front grille chrome  garnish
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www.renault.co.in 
Call: 1800 315 4444

locate a dealer   →

every precaution has been taken to ensure that this publication is accurate and up to date on the date it is printed. this 
document has been created on the basis of pilot lots and prototypes. **accessories/features shown may not be part of 
the standard fitment. as part of its ongoing product improvement policy, renault india pvt. ltd. reserves the right to modify 
the specifications, vehicles and accessories described and shown at any time. such modifications are communicated to 
renault dealers as quickly as possible. depending on the country of sale, certain versions may differ and certain equipment 
may be unavailable (as standard, optional or accessory). please contact your nearest dealer for the latest information. 
due to printing limitations, the colours that appear in this document may differ slightly from the actual paint or upholstery 
colours. all rights reserved. the reproduction in any format and by any means of all or part of this publication without prior 
written authorisation from renault is prohibited. *TRIBER has scored 4-star safety rating for adult occupant safety and 
3-star child occupant safety in crash test conducted by Global NCAP. the same has been published by NCAP on their 
website https://www.globalncap.org/safercarsforindia. the evaluation of the tests by Global NCAP have resulted in TRIBER 
being the safest in the 7 seater mass segment in india.
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